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YouTube began as a media outlet where anyone could upload their original content. With 

younger generations growing and advancements in technology, the website’s popularity grew 

rapidly.  With YouTube’s growth, the quality and quantity of productions enhanced as well.  

Today, YouTube videos are a great way gain insight and knowledge in many topics for those 

looking to learn. In this blog post, I’m going to give you some tips on ways to find high quality, 

credible YouTube videos that discuss food and nutrition.  Also, I’ll share some of my personal 

favorite food-centric channels.  

With so much information available at our fingertips, it is becoming more challenging to discern 

reliable sources of information from non-credible sources. This is especially true with YouTube, a 

platform where anyone (not only experts) can post educational videos.  Additionally, there is not 

much in the way of regulating the information posted.  Below I have composed a few tips to 

help identify credible videos: 

1. Always know where your information is coming from. Look for YouTube channels sponsored 

by universities, hospitals, respected news outlets, or other well-known reliable organizations.  

 

2. Take production value into consideration. A video shot in a university laboratory will likely 

be better quality than one filmed in someone’s basement.  Analyze the full production to 

estimate how much time and effort was put into the video. 

 

3. Research the uploader. Many university professors post educational material. A simple google 

search can give insight whether the uploader has posted videos elsewhere on the web or 

possess the proper qualifications.  

 

4.  Take the amount of views the video has into consideration.  A video with ten to hundreds 

of millions of views will likely be from a more respected source.  However, don’t use this as a 

sole determining factor since there are many non-evidence based videos with just as many 

views.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Some of My Personal Favorites: 

Eat Right TV 

Eat Right is the YouTube channel from the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. This is a great 

channel for beginners in the kitchen. Videos cover kitchen fundamentals such as; food safety 

practices and basic culinary techniques.  

Suggested Episode:  What a Dietitian Can Do for You  

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/user/EatRightTV/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lwyc_hDVlEg&t=46s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lwyc_hDVlEg


 

Bon Appetit Series, It's Alive with Brad 

Bon Appetit has been a trusted cooking magazine since 1956, and has joined the modern era 

with a bustling YouTube page.  Every series here is worth exploring. The channel has 50+ how-to 

recipes ranging from simple staples to complex and exotic dishes. A series I especially like is called 

It’s Alive with Brad, which explains basic fermentation practices for beginners.  

Suggested Episode: Brad Makes Crunchy Half-Soured Pickles I It’s Alive I Bon Appetit  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ng2zOFADe0s&list=PLKtIunYVkv_S7LqWqRuGw1oz-1zG3dIL4
Brad%20Makes%20Crunchy%20Half-Soured%20Pickles%20I%20It’s%20Alive%20I%20Bon%20Appetit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vD6XWXj9l8Q


 

Climate Lab Series, By Vox & UC-Davis 

This YouTube playlist is sponsored by Vox and UC-Davis. The series is called, Climate Lab which 

is hosted by M. Sanjayan a conservation scientist from UCLA. The 8-episode series hits on various 

aspects of climate change, with a few episodes directly discussing the role diet and our food 

system effect global climate change.  

Suggested Episode: The Diet that Helps Stop Climate Change 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUnJQWO4YJY&list=PLJ8cMiYb3G5fP5oq01TBp9fgh70vDDSMe&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUnJQWO4YJY&list=PLJ8cMiYb3G5fP5oq01TBp9fgh70vDDSMe&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nUnJQWO4YJY


 

Everyday Food Series, Kitchen Conundrums with Thomas Joseph 

Kitchen Conundrums has over 150 how-to videos ranging from basic knife skills to complex 

techniques. The host, Tomas Joseph, does a great job explaining concepts thoroughly while 

managing to be easy to follow.    

Suggested Episode: The Trick to Cooking Dried Beans 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkEp26sck58&index=7&list=PLI9-Km2qj4rR2AIR681eVMDDZJUeGhoBK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz6egUKXsCU&t=169s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fz6egUKXsCU

